In this chapter, you’ll learn about SAP S/4HANA’s application programing model and its associated technologies.
Chapter 3
ABAP Programming Model for SAP Fiori

This chapter introduces the ABAP programming model for SAP Fiori, which has been available since SAP S/4HANA 1610, SPS 03, or SAP NetWeaver Application Server for ABAP 7.52, SP 02. It’s the standard development model for new SAP S/4HANA applications and reflects the SAP S/4HANA core architecture described in Chapter 1.

In general, the model supports the development of SAP HANA optimized OData services for SAP Fiori applications based on Core Data Services (CDS) views and covers analytical, transactional, and search application scenarios. Two main scenarios can be distinguished when developing applications using the programming model: read-only applications and transactional applications. Read-only applications only require an underlying CDS data model and application-specific analytics or search annotations. The CDS data model and its annotations are then exposed as an OData service using the Service Adaptation Description Language (SADL) technology.

Transactional applications, in addition to read-only applications, require the generation of a Business Object Processing Framework (BOPF) business object for handling create, update, and delete operations as well as additional business logic implemented via BOPF actions, validations, and determinations. In the following, we’ll go through the different technologies associated with the ABAP programming model.

3.1 Core Data Services

Core Data Services (CDS) are the foundation of all SAP S/4HANA application types. They are deployed on top of legacy or new SAP ERP tables and enable the development of semantically rich data models that foster code pushdown to the SAP HANA database. They are developed on the ABAP stack and therefore use the standard lifecycle management of ABAP development objects; for instance, they are transported between systems using the standard ABAP Change and Transport System (CTS).
On activation of a CDS view, two artifacts are generated: a corresponding Data Dictionary (DDIC) view in the ABAP Dictionary (@AbapCatalog.sqlViewName) and a SAP HANA view on the database. Only the CDS view definition is transported and has the object repository entry R3TR DDLS <CDS_DEFINITION_VIEW_NAME>.

To cover different application scenarios, CDS views, which are defined using the data definition language (DDL) of CDS, can be enhanced using different types of annotations.

- **Analytical annotations**
  To use a CDS view as a data cube or query within analytical application scenarios via the Analytical Engine, it must be annotated using @Analytics annotations.

- **UI annotations**
  CDS views can be annotated with user interface (UI) annotations (@UI) to define where certain entities, fields, and data will be placed within a SAP Fiori elements template application, which reduces the required JavaScript SAPUI5 frontend code drastically. UI annotations can be moved to a metadata extension file with object repository type R3TR DDLX in order not to clutter the core CDS view with loads of UI annotations.

- **Search annotations**
  CDS views can be configured for search scenarios using @Search annotations, for instance, as an Enterprise Search (ESH) model for the SAP Fiori launchpad search or for SAP Fiori in-app search by defining the SAP HANA text search scope and fuzziness.

- **Transactional annotations**
  To enable transactional processing capabilities (create, write, delete) in addition to analytical or search capabilities, a BOPF object can be generated for a CDS entity by providing transactional @ObjectModel annotations.

Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the ABAP programming model development flow and involved artifacts. As you can see, CDS is in the center of the development flow and, for instance, the basis of the OData service, which is, in turn, consumed by the SAP Fiori app or the BOPF business object for transactional processing.

### 3.2 SAP Gateway

SAP Gateway plays a crucial role in providing an easy-to-use non-ABAP-based access to business data stored in backend SAP NetWeaver systems. Access to business data is granted via REST-based OData services using HTTP as the underlying data transfer protocol.

As of SAP NetWeaver version 7.40, the software component SAP_GWFND is installed as part of the SAP NetWeaver standard and includes the full scope of functionality required for hub and backend enablement. In general, from an architectural perspective, there are two deployment approaches: embedded deployment or hub deployment. The hub deployment can be further split up into development on the hub or development in the backend system. The usual setup for an SAP S/4HANA on-premise system is shown in Figure 3.2. Usually, development takes place in the ABAP backend system, and a hub system will be introduced to handle the additional load of...
client OData requests to the SAP Gateway component. This setup requires an additional SAP NetWeaver system functioning as the SAP Gateway hub system or frontend server and a trusted remote function call (RFC) connection between the hub and backend system to forward requests from the frontend to the backend system, which contains the business logic and the data. The RFC-enabled function module passing data from the frontend to the backend is /IWBEP/FM_MGW_HANDLE_REQUEST.

The SAP Fiori app running in the browser sends OData HTTP GET, POST, DELETE, or PUT requests to the SAP Gateway system, which exposes all registered and activated OData services. The SAP Gateway passes the incoming OData requests to the backend via a trusted RFC connection. The OData runtime in the backend then delegates the actual data selection to the SADL framework layer. If the request is a read-only GET request, SADL will delegate the request to its query engine, which will generate an SQL SELECT statement to select the requested OData entity’s data from the database tables via its corresponding CDS view. In case of a write access, for instance, POST for create or PUT for update, the request will be delegated to the transactional BOPF runtime, which will handle the database updates according to the provided transactional annotations specified in the CDS view.

3.3 OData

OData is a REST-based data protocol used for transferring business data as well as metadata between the ABAP backend system and client applications via the SAP Gateway hub system. In SAP S/4HANA, client applications of OData services usually are SAP Fiori SAPUI5 applications running in the local browsers of end-user devices such as desktop PCs or tablets. Together with the SAP Gateway, OData provides access to the SAP backend business data in an easy-to-understand and well-defined way using HTTP as its data transfer protocol.

3.3.1 Overview

An OData service organizes data in the form of entities that have a set of properties interconnected via associations. These elements resemble the elements of CDS data models, so CDS data models are the perfect candidates for exposure as OData services.

The structure of an OData service can be explored by looking at its service document and its service metadata document. The service document contains a list of entities or resources that can be accessed using this service and can be requested via /sap/opu/odata/sap/<OData_service_name>/.

Additionally, you can see whether the service allows creating, changing, or deleting entities by looking at the sap:creatable, sap:updatable, and sap:deletable attributes of the <app:collection> tag, which also contains a relative reference to the entity set via its href attribute (see Figure 3.3).
Figure 3.3 Service Document of a Simple Purchase Document and Purchase Document Item OData Service

The service metadata document is a lot more detailed than the service document and shows all metadata of the service. It can be requested using the $metadata option:

```
/service/฿ows/service
<atom:workplane>
<app:workspace>
<atom:collection>
<app:object name="PurchaseDocument">
<atom:content>
<atom:title type="text">Data/atom:title>
<atom:collection>
<app:object name="PurchaseDocument"><atom:content>
<atom:title type="text">F PurchasingDocumentSDL/atom/title>, <atom:title type="text">F PurchasingDocumentItemSDL/atom/title>, ...
</atom:collection>
</app:workspace>
<atom:link rel="self">
href="/sap/opu/odata/sap/<OData_service_name>/PurchaseDocument/">
</atom:link>
<atom:link rel="latest-version">
href="/sap/opu/odata/sap/<OData_service_name>/PurchaseDocument/">
</atom:link>
</atom:content>
</atom:collection>
</app:workspace>
</atom:workplane>
```

Table 3.1 Most Important OData Query Options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Query Option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Filtering</td>
<td>$filter, e.g., $filter = PurchaseDocument eq '0001'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projecting or selecting properties</td>
<td>$select, e.g., $select = PurchaseDocument, PurchasingOrganization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorting</td>
<td>$orderby, e.g., $orderby = CreationDate desc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client-side paging</td>
<td>$top and $skip, e.g., $top = 10 &amp; $skip = 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1 Most Important OData Query Options (Cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Query Option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Counting</td>
<td>$count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formatting</td>
<td>$format, e.g., $format = JSON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 OData Service Creation

As you already know, you can directly select data from a CDS view using Open SQL in ABAP, as you would select data from a conventional database table. However, SAP Fiori apps require the exposure of data as an OData service using HTTP as the data transfer protocol.

Currently, a CDS data model can be exposed as an OData service in three different ways: Auto-Exposure, Reference Data Source (RDS), or Mapped Data Source (MDS).

Auto-Exposure

The simplest, but also the most restricted, way of exposing a CDS model as an OData service is by using the @OData.publish: true header annotation (Listing 3.1).

```c
@AbapCatalog.sqlViewName: 'SQL_VIEW_NAME'
```

Listing 3.1 @OData.publish: true Header Annotation to Expose a Simple Coherent CDS Data Model as an OData Service

When activating the view in the ABAP header development tools in Eclipse, several artifacts will be generated in the system (Figure 3.4):

- The actual SAP Gateway Business Suite Enablement - Service object named `<CDS_VIEW_NAME>_CSV` (object type: R3TR IWSV)
- An SAP Gateway model named `<CDS_VIEW_NAME>_MDL` (object type: R3TR IWMO)
- An annotation model named `<CDS_VIEW_NAME>_CDS_VAN` (object type: R3TR IWVB)

By default, the generated OData service won’t be activated. This must be done manually by accessing Transaction /IWFND/MAINT_SERVICE on the SAP Gateway hub system.
The Auto-Exposure OData service creation method can only be used for simple coherent CDS models that consist of a root node and first-level-associated views. It’s not possible to add additional non-first-level-associated or unrelated CDS views as OData entities to the service; for instance, if you have a coherent model of a purchase document root view that has an association to a purchase document item child view, and the item view in turn has an association to a material view, the material entity can’t be part of the service because it’s not a first-level association of the root node (Figure 3.5). If this is required, one of the other approaches must be used.

Figure 3.4 Components and Activities Involved When Exposing a CDS Data Model as an OData Service Using the Auto-Exposure Method

Referenced Data Source
For complex CDS view models that need to be exposed as OData entities within a common OData service, the Reference Data Source (RDS) approach is the right choice. A CDS model can be considered as complex in this case when it has several levels of associations or unrelated root views. The RDS approach, however, requires the creation of an SAP Gateway Service Builder project. This can be done by carrying out the following steps:

1. Open Transaction SEGW.
2. Choose the Create Project button in the toolbar (Figure 3.6).
3. In the Create Project dialog that appears (Figure 3.7), provide a description and name for the SAP Gateway project that will become a transportable ABAP repository entry (R3TR- IWPR-Z_PURCHASING_DEMO). In this entry, IWPR stands for Gateway Business Enablement – Service Builder Project. Choose Continue.

Figure 3.6 Creating a New SAP Gateway Service Builder Project

Figure 3.7 SAP Gateway Service Builder: Create Project Dialog
After the project has been created, you can start creating the actual OData service. First, you must create a data model. For the RDS scenario, we’ll create a data model by referencing a CDS model. Therefore, choose Reference • Data Source from the context menu of the Data Model folder (Figure 3.8).

This will trigger the Reference Data Source Wizard (Figure 3.9). You must enter a CDS view you want to expose as an OData entity within your OData service, usually the root view or one of the root views of your CDS model.

In the next step of the wizard (Figure 3.10), you can select the associated views of the previously selected CDS view and make them part of your OData service model definition.

When you finish the wizard, you’ll see a new folder called Data Source References Folder. If you open its subfolder, Exposures via SADL and select the CDS-Entity Exposures node, you’ll see the previously selected CDS entities that will be exposed as OData entities (Figure 3.11).

You can also add any additional CDS entities using the Add CDS-Entity button, which makes the RDS scenario a lot more flexible than Auto-Exposure. Finally, the OData service can be generated using the Generate Runtime Objects toolbar button, which will generate the runtime artifacts of the service and register them in the backend system.

The first time the service is generated, the Model And Service Definition dialog will appear so you can edit the default names of the objects to be created (Figure 3.12). As
you can see, the RDS scenario will also generate a model provider class (MPC) and a data provider class (DPC), including the respective extension subclasses with the suffixes MPC_EXT and DPC_EXT. The MPC provides the runtime representation of our referenced CDS data model in the form of the service metadata document. The DPC provides the actual entity data by delegating the incoming requests to the generic SADL engine, which will transparently select data from CDS views and map them to OData entities.

Figure 3.12 Model and Service Definition Dialog

With the RDS scenario, you have a lot of flexibility over the service creation process and implementation. You can even extend the MPC_EXT class to provide additional annotations or implement additional logic in the DPC_EXT class. However, adding non-CDS entities to the service isn’t recommended.

Mapped Data Source

The Mapped Data Source (MDS) scenario is only used if one of the previous scenarios isn’t applicable, for instance, if the service will contain non-CDS OData entities. Creating an OData service using the MDS scenario requires more manual work than the RDS and Auto-Exposure approaches. As with the RDS approach, you must first create a SAP Gateway Service Builder project using Transaction SEGW. Then, you must define a data model either manually or, in the case of CDS views, by importing the ABAP SQL view name of the CDS view as a DDIC structure. You can do this by choosing Import /L54263 DDIC Structure from the context menu of the Data Model folder (Figure 3.13). Then, under the Service Implementation folder, select the entity, and choose Map to Data Source.

Figure 3.13  Mapping the OData Entity to a Data Source

Select a CDS view to which you want to map the OData entity (Figure 3.14). This mapping will enable model-based data selection via the SADL engine, and you don’t have to code the OData entity CRUD methods manually.

Figure 3.14  Mapping an OData Entity to a CDS Business Entity
Finally, you must manually map the fields of the OData entity to the fields of the CDS entity by dragging fields from the SADL Model pane on the right side of the screen to the mapping table in the middle (Figure 3.15).

In addition to the mapped data source entities, you can also manually create entities and implement their CRUD methods in the DPC_EXT class generated on the first generation of the service. As you can see, the MDS approach requires a bit more manual work than the previous options but provides you with full flexibility over the service creation. It supports generic data access to SADL CDS models as well as the manual ABAP-based implementation of OData entities.

Activating a Service on the SAP Gateway Hub System

One step we omitted for all three scenarios was the activation of the service in the Service Catalog of the SAP Gateway hub system, which we’ll show now. Transaction /IWFND/MAINT_SERVICE is used to maintain all registered services, as well as to register and activate new services. It’s the central entry point for dealing with OData services. To add a new service, you must click the Add Service button (Figure 3.16 1). This will lead you to another application for adding not yet registered backend services to the Service Catalog of the SAP Gateway system 2. To find a certain service in a backend system, you must provide the system alias of the backend system in which the service has been created as well as the technical service name; for instance, in the Auto-Exposure case, this is <CDS_VIEW_NAME>_CDS. Finally, you can add the service to the Service Catalog by selecting the corresponding line and clicking the Add Selected Services button 3.

3.4 Service Adaptation Description Language

One of the core technologies enabling the ABAP programming model for SAP Fiori is the Service Adaptation Description Language (SADL). It provides two main functionalities in this context:

- At design time, SADL supports the model-based creation of an OData service based on a CDS data model.

- At runtime, the OData runtime delegates incoming requests for OData entities to the SADL adapter, which dynamically generates SQL SELECT statements to select the business data via CDS views or further delegates the requests to the transactional BOPF runtime if write access is required.

With this, SADL supports two of the three phases required for developing an OData service:

- Data model definition (supported by SADL)
- Service implementation (supported by SADL)
- Service maintenance
3.4.1 Data Model Definition Phase

The aim of this OData service development phase is to provide potential clients of the service with information about the service’s shape, for instance, the structure of its entities, their relationships, and the supported operations. This information is provided in the form of a service metadata document in Extensible Markup Language (XML). In the data model definition phase, SADL creates a mapping of CDS entities to an OData Entity Data Model (EDM) and populates the MPC of the OData implementation with information derived from the CDS model structure. Additionally, CDS view field data types are mapped to EDM primitive data types; for instance, the ABAP dictionary built-in type DATS is mapped to the EDM.DateTime data type. Moreover, if transactional processing is enabled for CDS entities via the creation of a BOPF business object, BOPF actions will appear as OData function imports in the service metadata document. Table 3.2 provides an overview of the mappings from CDS concepts to OData concepts performed by SADL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CDS Data Model Concepts</th>
<th>OData EDM Concepts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CDS view (ODL)</td>
<td>EDM entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDS associations</td>
<td>EDM association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDS view field data type</td>
<td>EDM primitive data type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOPF actions</td>
<td>Function import</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2 Mappings between CDS Data Model Concepts and OData EDM Concepts

Figure 3.17 shows how the service metadata document will look for the simple scenario introduced in Chapter 1. As you remember, the purchase document CDS view (Z_PurchasingDocumentDDL) had an association to the purchase document items view (Z_PurchasingDocumentItemDDL). Both views now appear as OData entity types in the OData service’s metadata document, including the information about the association between the two entities and their cardinalities. Which operations an entity supports is indicated by the sap:creatable, sap:updatable, and sap:deletable attributes of the EntitySet element. In the following example, you can see that the service doesn’t support any write access at all, as we haven’t enabled the transactional runtime for our CDS model by generating a BOPF business object. Thus, the service only supports read access via HTTP GET entity requests. As already mentioned, the metadata file of an OData service can be requested using the $metadata path, /sap/opu/odata/sap/<OData_service_name>/$metadata.

Figure 3.17 XML Service Metadata Document of the Simple CDS Scenario from Chapter 1 Exposed as an OData Service

3.4.2 Service Implementation Phase

In the previous data model definition phase, SADL maps the CDS data model to an OData EDM and creates a static service definition. At runtime, SADL also takes care of processing the OData requests performed by clients. The OData runtime delegates OData requests to the generic SADL query engine, which generates SQL SELECTs on CDS views based on the request parameters ($select, $top, $filter, etc.) and the requested OData entity.

An incoming OData request for the standard purchase order basic view entity might look like Listing 3.2.

GET /I_PurchaseOrderEntity?$select=PurchaseOrder,PurchaseOrderType,PurchasingOrganization,PurchasingGroup,PurchaseOrderDate&$top=10&$orderby=PurchaseOrderDate asc&$filter=
### 3.5 Business Object Processing Framework

The Business Object Processing Framework (BOPF) is an ABAP framework that constitutes the transactional runtime of an application in the ABAP Programming Model for SAP Fiori. As soon as an application requires write actions such as CUD, a BOPF business object must be generated from the CDS data model, which will take over the transactional part of the app. Currently, four transactional scenarios are supported, as discussed in the following subsections.

#### 3.5.1 Read-Only Application with Quick Actions

In this case, you don’t want to enable full create, write, and delete access but only enable a quick action, for instance, for changing the status of the business object. A BOPF business object for this scenario can be generated by annotating the root view of the CDS model with annotations on the header level as shown in Listing 3.4.

```plaintext
@ObjectModel: {
    transactionalProcessingEnabled: true,
    compositionRoot: true,
    writeActivePersistence: 'SQL View',
    createEnabled: false,
    updateEnabled: false,
    deleteEnabled: false
}
```

(Re)activation of the view will lead to the generation of a BOPF business object, and Quick Actions can be implemented in ABAP for the respective BOPF node. We also

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OData Parameter</th>
<th>SQL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$orderby</td>
<td>ORDERBY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$filter</td>
<td>WHERE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3 Mapping between OData Parameters and Corresponding Parts of an SQL SELECT Statement (Cont.)
must provide an active persistence using the `writeActivePersistence` annotation. However, in this case, because we don’t allow standard (CUD) access, it will only be used for field mappings between CDS and BOPF.

**Note**
When exposing a CDS view as an OData service using Auto-Exposure or the RDS scenario, SADL takes the `createEnabled`, `updateEnabled`, and `deleteEnabled` CDS annotations into account and maps them to OData entity set attributes. For instance, if the CDS view doesn’t enable write access or doesn’t have a linked BOPF business object at all, the respective OData entity set will have the attributes `sap:creatable="false"`, `sap:updatable="false"`, and `sap:deletable="false"`.

### 3.5.2 New Application without Draft

If we also want to enable standard generic CUD access for our application, we must set the `createEnabled`, `updateEnabled`, and `deleteEnabled` annotations to `true` (Listing 3.5). Furthermore, we must provide the database table in which the data must be persisted in using the `writeActivePersistence` annotation.

```java
@ObjectModel: {
  transactionalProcessingEnabled: true,
  compositionRoot: true,
  writeActivePersistence: '<ActivePersistenceName>',
  createEnabled: true,
  updateEnabled: true,
  deleteEnabled: true
}
```

**Listing 3.5 Required Annotations for Full CUD BOPF Support**

In this case, BOPF will generically handle CUD operations. If we want to enhance the standard generic transaction logic, we can provide BOPF actions, validations, or determinations for the respective node of the BOPF business object. However, if we want to reuse existing legacy ABAP CUD implementations containing complex business logic, the next scenario is better suited.

### 3.5.3 Draft-Enabled Application

In this scenario, data isn’t immediately written to the standard active database tables but is stored in a draft table. This scenario is very well suited for legacy applications that already consist of database tables and ABAP CUD code, including complex business logic. We can enable the old database tables for SAP HANA optimized read access by providing CDS views on top of the legacy database tables and still reuse the legacy ABAP code when activating a draft. Activating in this context means transferring the data from the intermediary draft table to the actual table. To do this, the BOPF business object root node will provide an adapter `/bobf/if_frw_draft~copy_draft_to_active_entity` that must be implemented by the developer and maps the draft representation of the data to the legacy signature of the ABAP code to write the data into the legacy database tables. The required annotations for generating the draft infrastructure are shown in Listing 3.6.

```java
@ObjectModel: {
  transactionalProcessingEnabled: true,
  compositionRoot: true,
  draftEnabled: true,
  writeDraftPersistence: '<DraftPersistenceName>',
  createEnabled: true,
  updateEnabled: true,
  deleteEnabled: true
}
```

**Listing 3.6 Required Annotations for Generating the BOPF Draft Infrastructure for a Legacy Application with an Existing Persistence**

### 3.5.4 New Application with Draft

In this scenario, we provide new tables for draft and active entities (Listing 3.7). As in the previous scenario, data will be stored in intermediary draft tables and only written to the active persistence on explicit activation of the entity. However, in this scenario, BOPF will completely take over the transactional processing. We can only enhance the data processing by adding BOPF actions, validations, or determinations to the respective nodes of the BOPF object. This scenario is only suited for new applications. If legacy tables and ABAP CUD code will be reused, this scenario isn’t the right choice.
3.6 SAP Fiori

The open access to backend business data via OData and SAP Gateway enables the use of modern non-ABAP UI technologies for displaying and interacting with business data. The UI of applications developed using the ABAP programming model for SAP Fiori is therefore completely based on the SAPUI5 framework, which implements the SAP Fiori design. The UI part of applications is usually implemented using the cloud-based SAP Web IDE and is either based on SAP Fiori elements applications or freestyle applications. SAP Fiori elements applications, for instance, the list report and object page templates or floorplans, adapt their layouts based on the OData service’s metadata and UI annotations defined in CDS views or their respective metadata extensions. Therefore, SAP Fiori elements templates significantly reduce the necessary frontend SAPUI5 JavaScript code to a minimum and increase developer productivity significantly by still providing flexibility using predefined extension points in the frontend.

Additionally, transparent to the developer, the SAP Fiori elements applications implement the necessary CRUD request handling for read-only, draft-enabled, and non-draft-enabled applications, depending on which BOPF scenario has been annotated, generated, and implemented in the backend. Freestyle applications, in contrast to SAP Fiori elements, provide the frontend developer with full flexibility over the UI design and logic but require a lot of effort in the development phase. The UI layout and its controls must be declared manually by the developer, and the necessary SAPUI5 JavaScript logic must be implemented. Therefore, it’s not recommended to use complex draft-enabled BOPF scenarios with freestyle applications because the orchestration of the necessary requests might become too complicated. Moreover, another risk when developing freestyle applications is the violation of SAP Fiori design guidelines. Consequently, only use freestyle applications when the required UI design isn’t realizable using one of the SAP Fiori elements floorplans.

3.7 Summary

In this chapter, we gave you an overview of the ABAP programming model for SAP Fiori and its associated technologies. We started with CDS, which are at the center of any application development for SAP S/4HANA. They are the foundation for all application types and can be configured for different application types using domain-specific UIs, analytics, search annotations, or transactional annotations. Next, we looked at SAP Gateway and OData as the technologies enabling easy network-based access to business data stored in SAP NetWeaver backend systems. Then we explored SADL and how it supports providing model-based read and transactional access to CDS entities via OData. The BOPF constitutes the transactional runtime of the ABAP programming model for SAP Fiori and enables ABAP-based CRUD operations for data models based on CDS views. It provides several scenarios for different application requirements, which we briefly listed and described.
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